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ABOUT US
Italian Farm Equipment features well-established companies, with
considerable technical know-how and excellent reputation. It offers
the unique possibility to customize their products to satisfy the needs
of the customers.
We have nearly 40 years of experience in export sales and are in
direct contact with a large number of Italian manufacturers. Thanks
to this valuable network of relationships, we are able to provide
machines and spare parts, that might, in many situations, be hard to
get.
Buying directly from Italy would allow you to receive a fast service,
and in some cases, to bypass your local distribution network. They
might not have what you need in stock and charge you higher prices.
Another important service that we provide, is to handle the logistics
for the consolidation of full container loads. It is not always possible
to fill a container just with only one supplier. To solve the problem,
we contact the suppliers having orders with the same customer.
We analyze how much space they would use into the container, and
establish a common date for the consolidation of the load.
We can either have a master supplier loading the stuff of other
manufacturers or appoint a freight company to store and load the
goods, always under our supervision.

We can be your “man in place” and assist you in managing
orders, dealing with suppliers more efficiently, reducing risks
and problems . Ultimately we will save you time and money.
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ABOUT
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How we can create value for you:
PARTS
PROCUREMENT
AFTER-SALES
ASSISTANCE

ORDER
MANAGEMENT
SUPPLIERS
RESEARCH

FROM THE MANUFACTURER
DIRECTLY TO YOUR WAREHOUSE
RELATIONSHIPS
IMPROVEMENT

CONTAINER
CONSOLIDATION

TEAM
President: Franco VIOTTO
Ph. (+39) 335 234 236
fviotto@italianfarmequipment.com
Executive Manager: Fabio ZURLO
Ph. (+39) 340 813 8876
fzurlo@italianfarmequipment.com
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www.italianfarmequipment.com
info@italianfarmequipment.com
italianfarmequipment
Scan the QR code and
learn more about IFE
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FEATURED
COMPANIES
N.BLOSI

www.nblosi.com

Self propelled platforms for performing
effectively all operations relating orchards
such as, but not limited to, maintenance,
pruning and harvesting. 

LABOUR COST REDUCED UP TO 50%
SUITABLE FOR YEAR-ROUND OPERATIONS
RIDUCED RISK OF INJURIES AND IMPROVED SAFETY
DESIGNED FOR ROUGH TERRAIN

COMPANY PROFILE
Established in the early 60’s, N. Blosi is a family owned company specialized in
manufacturing self-propelled machinery for orchards. Typically, these implements
are designed to accomodate a 4 person crew. The workers can perform easily, safely
and in complete comfort many operations necessary for maintaining orchards, such
as: pruning, wire repairs, harvesting etc.
Each machine is equipped with adjustable platforms (in-out / up-down) which allow
crew members to easily reach the plants. The versatile design of N. Blosi equipment
was conceived to meet multiple needs and working conditions.
Some of the options are the pruning system, the self-centering drive, the tilt for
working on slopes, front and rear loaders for lifting and lowering of bins, etc.
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LABOUR COST REDUCED UP TO 50%
This cost analysis was conducted by considering that, while a crew with one
N. Blosi machine can typically service, in one year, 15 hectares of orchards (37 acres)
in 9,000 total hours, a crew of 4 workers with only ladders would require 18,000
hours to perform the same work.
Therefore, a saving of 9,000 hours (9,000 x 10 $/hour = 90,000 US dollars saving
per year).

PRODUCTS
ZIP 25

ZIP 30

Self-centering system

Field demo in Washington State

Rugged and labour saving
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MARTINI & DURANTI

www.martinieduranti.com

Rough-terrain forklifts for agriculture,
forestry and construction. The company
offers a wide choice of accessories such
as: duplex/triplex masts, cabins, working
platforms etc.

HIGH-VISIBILITY MAST
CUSTOMIZABLE WITH WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
HIGH GROUND CLEARANCE AND EQUAL WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
EASY TO ACCESS AND OPERATE

COMPANY PROFILE
Martini & Duranti was one of the pioneer companies who started manufacturing
rough-terrain forklifts with front-loading system, in the mid-70s, initially by modifying
old tractors. Their brand became soon a synonym for quality and superior
performances.
Best selling models are ELEPHANT 2500 and ELEPHANT 3000. These machines
are well-indicated for operating in muddy or rough terrain, up to a 45° maximum
slope. Standard lifting capacity range is: 2.5-3 metric tons (5500 - 6600 lbs.)
M&D company offers a wide range of useful options and accessories:
- Duplex and Triplex Masts;
- Side-shifters, bins rotators, forks camera visualizing blind
spots for more accurate loading operations;
- Cabins and Semi-Cabins: can be easily mounted also at a
later time and allow the operator to work in a higher comfort.
A specific accessory for mounting skid-steer attachments has
just been released, in order to widen the range of possible
uses for ELEPHANT forklift.
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Skid-steer hitch

PRODUCTS
ELEPHANT 2500

Customizable for special needs

Stability and safety tests
Designed for rough terrain

Forks camera
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IDEAL

www.idealitalia.it

IDEAL has more than 70 years of experience
in high-quality sprayers manufacturing and
exports worldwide.
The wide range of products features
also low-volume sprayers with drop-save
system.

MOUNTED AND PULL-TYPE SPRAYERS
MANY CUSTOMIZATION POSSIBILITIES

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

COMPANY PROFILE
1947 Danilo Faccio started manufacturing self-propelled machines for performing
chemical treatments on local crops. Nowadays IDEAL is a reputable company
operating all over the world.
The wide range of products includes both mounted and pull-type sprayers, which
can be equipped with different tanks and accessories in order to meet the multiple
needs of customers and the different treatments they need to carry out.
IDEAL focuses on product customization and constant development of products
and technologies.
This company achieved over time an excellent reputation among its customers for its
efficient after-sales service and the ability to give prompt answers.
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PRODUCTS
Air Blast Sprayer Mod. EVOLUTION P

Pull-Type Sprayer Mod. LOIRE

Pull-Type Sprayer Mod. PERFECTION

Low-Volume Sprayer Mod. DROP SAVE
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BADALINI

www.badalini.it

Badalini is one of the leading Italian
manufacturers of row-crop rototillers.
Thanks to more than 70 years of experience
and first-quality components, Badalini
brand soon became a must-have for
growers all over the worlds.

PERFECT FOR WEED ERADICATION IN ORGANIC CULTIVATION
SUPERIOR STURDINESS AND QUALITY
ROW-CROP EQUIPMENT FOR MULTIPLE USES
PATENTED INNOVATIONS

COMPANY PROFILE
Badalini started manufacturing implements for agriculture in the late 40s and patented
many groundbreaking inventions, such as the harrow with interchangeable tines.
Badalini machines are characterized by superior sturdiness and allow working also
on clay and hard soil.
The wide range of products includes row-crop rototillers and cultivators, subsoilers,
fertilizer spreaders and disc harrows. Badalini implements are highly-recommended
also to eradicate weed between rows in organic cultivation.
It is not unusual to find some Badalini attachments which are still working after 30
years, making their owners proud of them.
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PRODUCTS
Row-Crop Rototiller mod. CERES

Row-Crop Rototiller mod. ZEUS

Row-Crop Rototiller mod. SIRIO

Front-Mount Cultivator mod. MAIA

Subsoiler Mod. Skorpio
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BeG

www.officinameccanicabeg.com

Heavy duty pruners, cutting blades and
self-propelled machines for orchards.
BeG cutting bars are designed for ensuring
a clean and precise cut and can be mounted
on any tractor.

CLEAN AND PRECISE SHEAR CUT (up to 90 mm - 3 1/2 in)
REDUCED RISK OF BRANCH DAMAGES AND POSSIBLE TREE DISEASES
SUITABLE FOR ANY TYPE OF TRACTOR
FUEL SAVINGS DUE TO LOW RPM OF THE MOTOR

COMPANY PROFILE
BeG company is specialized in manufacturing machines for performing crucial heavyduty operations connected with orchard maintenance, such as: pruning, hedging
and topping. BeG company offers a wide range of pruning machines, which can
operate at different heights and with different tilting angles.
Most important application fields are represented by orchards, citrus and orange
plantations, as well as olives and all type of nuts. Furthermore, BeG machines can be
also used for maintenance of roadside vegetation and trees.
The innovative patented double-blade cutting bar is operated hydraulically and
can be easily controlled from the driver’s seat, ensuring a high degree of safety,
especially in comparison to common disc pruners.
The double-bar operates as shear and avoids damages to branches, whereas the
clean cut reduces the risks of possible plant diseases transmission. This feature
eliminates the production of sawdust and thus reduces plant diseases brought
forth by microbes and bacteria.
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BeG machines characterize themselves for the very low maintenance costs and a
high dependability over time.

PRODUCTS
Clean and precise cut
Hitched to forklifts, telehandlers etc.

Double-blade cutting bar

Suitable for any type of tractor
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VBC

www.vbcitalia.com

Implements for vineyards such as trimmers,
leaf and side-shoots removers, pruners,
grape loaders and backhoes since 1987.

LEADER IN SECTOR OF VINES MAINTENANCE
WIDE RANGE OF VINEYARD EQUIPMENT

MANY CUSTOMIZATION POSSIBILITIES
EXPERIENCE AND ATTENTION TO THE CUSTOMERS

COMPANY PROFILE
VBC was founded in the year 1987 in region, near Verona, where from more than
2000 years men have been growing vines. Julius Cesar, most famous Roman Emperor,
spent some time in the nearby villa of the poet Catullus (84 B.C. - 54 B.C.), on the
Garda Lake, enjoying wine and good food.
From the very beginning, VBC has been steadily growing with the time and now is
a quality-oriented leader in the sector of vines maintenance. Exports reach nearly
anywhere there’s a production of vine.
The wide range of equipment consists of:
- Side-shoots remover for cleaning the vine’s shoots;
- Vine trimmers for green pruning of vineyards;
- Leaf remover for vacuum-cleaning the excess of leaves, this for facilitating the
maturation of the grapes and the harvest;
- 3 pt mounted stainless steel buckets for handling harvested grapes;
- Winter pruners;
- Backhoes;
- Olive and orchard pruners.
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PRODUCTS
Vine Trimmer Series C4

Vine Trimmer Series C1

Shoots Remover Mod. SS1

8 Discs Dry Pruner Series P0-8

Low maintenance, High performance
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ORTOLAN
Implements for soil cultivation, such as:
rotary tillers, power harrows, stone buriers
and flail mowers.

www.ortolan.net
WIDE RANGE OF TILLAGE EQUIPMENT
EXCELLENT REPUTATION
SUPERIOR QUALITY IMPLEMENTS

COMPANY PROFILE
ORTOLAN is a family owned company which was first introduced in North America
in the early 70’s branded by a well known Italian manufacturer.
Over the years, sales have been increasing consistently and currently the number of
ORTOLAN tillers working all over the world.
ORTOLAN production, originally started with medium size rotary tillers, has been
expanding greatly. Its range covers a wide selection of implements such as: stone
buriers for vegetable growers as well as for the maintenance of parks and golf
courses, power harrows from 90 cm (3 ft) to 7 meter (23.33 ft) and flail mowers.
Currently the ORTOLAN machines can be mounted on tractors between 10 and 400
HP.
The word is that some machines, sold 40 years ago, are still working, with great
satisfaction of the owners. In fact, the best characteristic of ORTOLAN production is
the great quality and the accuracy in the details.
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PRODUCTS
Folding Power Harrow series GEMINI2

Rotary Tiller series B

Rotary Tiller series H/C

Rotary Tiller series L
(more than 10,000 working in West Coast)
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SPEDO
Implements for orchards and vineyards
such as in-row cultivators, disc harrows,
flail mowers, tree shakers, 3pt forklifts.

www.spedo.eu

RECOMMENDED FOR ORGANIC CULTIVATIONS
LABOUR-SAVING IN-ROW CULTIVATORS
CUSTOMIZABLE IMPLEMENTS

COMPANY PROFILE
In the year 2008 the company SPEDO celebrated its 100th anniversary.
Nowadays, this family-owned company with a long history and valuable technical
know-how is now run by the 4th generation of Spedo’s.
Since 1908, the company has been consistently widening the range of equipment in
order to properly meet the needs of the customers.
Top sellers are the in-row cultivators for vineyards and orchards, to which chisel
plows, sub-soilers, mulchers, disc harrows, tree shakers and 3pt mounted forklifts
can be added.
The most well-known vineyard growers in Europe prefer the in-row equipment of
SPEDO. The market is now pushing organic cultivations and SPEDO can give the
proper answers.
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PRODUCTS
Shredder series SP
In-Row Cultivator series MERCURIO

In-row Cultivator POLARIS

In-row Cultivator DUAL

3pt Tree-Shaker FRUITPICK P
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HORTECH

www.hortech.it

Equipment for soil preparation, sowing,
transplanting and harvesting.
The production includes innovative selfpropelled harvesting machines specifically
designed for “baby leaf” and 4th range
vegetables (e.g. spinach, leaf beet, arugula,
parsley).

HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS FOR REDUCING SCRAPS
FASTER AND MORE EFFICIENT THAN MANUAL WORK
PERFECT FOR 4th RANGE VEGETABLES
CUSTOMIZABLE MACHINES

PRODUCTS

Machine SLIDE TWXL harvesting arugula

Transplanting machine PRACTICA

Harvesting machine
SLIDE VALERIANA
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PRODUCTS
COMPANY
PROFILE
The four founders of the company HORTECH can count on a lifelong experience
in the equipment for growing vegetables. The distribution network is capillary and
the presence of HORTECH is, for real, in the five continents (for obvious reasons, no
sales in Antarctica).
The target of HORTECH are the professional growers.
The company offers them the possibility to obtain the maximum yield from the
cultivated soil, great saving of hand labor, improved quality of the vegetables
grown, and customizing of the equipment to fulfill their needs.
The wide range of equipment consists of machines for soil preparation, such as
bed shapers and reverse cut tillers, sowing, transplanting and product harvest.
As growing vegetables can be a costly challenge as well as a profit maker, great
attention is given to the details.
Production is carried out in two facilities in the province of Padova, one of the most
industrialized areas of Italy, well connected with seaports, airports and ground
transportations.
The highest quality and reliability of the products made HORTECH a benchmark
in horticultural field worldwide. Customer satisfaction is one of the strategic goals
of the company, that is why an efficient technical assistance is granted worldwide.

Bed Former AI MAXI DG

SLIDE FWXL harvesting red oak baby-leaf
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SPARE PARTS

BEST PRICES, FAST DELIVERY.
NEED PARTS URGENTLY?
CONTACT US DIRECTLY ON:

RECENTLY OUTSOURCED PARTS
TRACTOR PARTS
PUMPS & HYDRAULICS
TILLER TINES, BLADES AND DISCS
SPECIAL BOLTS NUTS AND HOSES
OLD PARTS
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
TRANSMISSION PARTS
VINEYARD STEEL POLES
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...AND MORE!

FARMEQSPAREPARTS
info@italianfarmequipment.com

NOTES
PRODUCTS
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